MINUITES for Friday April 26th, 2019 CBA Curriculum Committee

Convened by M. Hamman (ECO) at 2:00-3:45

Members Present: C. Kiersch (MGT), M. Hammam (ECO), Y. Lim (FIN), M. McDermott (MKT), J. Kilchenmann (ACC)

Others in Attendance: N. Vidden (CBA Academic Services), James Murry (Interim Associate Dean), K. Graham (AOL), L. Miller (AOL)

AGENDA for Friday April 26th, 2019 CBA Curriculum Committee

1. M/S/P to approval of the minutes from April 12, 2019 5/0/1
2. Update on Business Minor (college has pulled the previously voted change on CBA business minor) from the college UCC.  
3. M/S/P to approve the following of CIMs:  
   a. ECO.BA (program form) 6/0/0  
   b. ECO.M (program form) 6/0/0  
   c. ECO BA.BS (program form) 6/0/0  
   d. IS 340 (program form) 6/0/0
4. AOL Presentation  
   a. AOL presented an idea for a future charge to have UCC look at Global Context of Business  
      i. ETS scores are lower (43% answer correct) than we would hope to see  
      ii. Global Context of Business AOL case exercise and the benchmark was 70% and we were in the 20%  
      iii. They want to know where global appears in curriculum  
         1. 9 of 13 of the core courses map to Global Learning  
         2. The current mapping of core course doesn't have any of the core courses strongly mapping  
      iv. IBAC was asked to draft a new global rubric and they suggest that UCC reach out to IBAC to get their information
5. Writing In The College update  
   a. Possible charge for next year to consider  
   b. This has been done at the department level but we would be looking at it at the college level. The core curriculum would then act as the “major”.  
   c. James drafted a survey we could launch at the CBA meeting  
   d. Results will be calculated over the summer with a draft proposal for Fall
6. Report out form UW System Math Initiative  
   a. Maggie and Mary attended a UW system meeting on Math in April. We learned what different UW system schools are requiring math and had conversations about current.
7. Bylaw language
8. Planning for Executive Summary to Deans and CBA meeting report out  
   a. Deadline for feedback from the group is Wednesday, May 1.

Remaining Regularly Scheduled Meeting Monday, May 13th